
fundation preparation
- before mosaic, tiles, battens and decors mounting, please prepare foundation correctly
- foundation should be dry, clean, fat free and not dusty
- area can't be wet and mold
- foundation should be founded by special foundation fluid, according to producer recomendation 
- in rooms with high humidity, insulating foundation should be used.

gluing
- spred glue with putty knife, according to producer recomendation
- mosaics, battens and glass decors should be set with at least 1,5 mm joints,
- don't make glue dots,
- remove glue remains precisely,
- do not use for 24h.

pruning
- mosaics are set on a netting which is easy to cut.
- if necessary, diamond shield could be used for cutting mosaic pieces
- we don't recommend pruning,

mosaic as decors
- you can freely cut it into stripes

bonding/jointing
- the best time to set about bonding is after minimum 24h after sticking glass
- using the sponge clean the area  carefully

care 
- for cleaning please use acurate cleaner, without abrasive properties (lotions)
- after arranging the glass, you can protect your mosaic by impregnat to avoid scum, soap marks and dust

Please practise these recomendations. Complaints examination only after doing these actions.

general advice:
- ordered elements can be slightly different. It is crutial to chose right mosaic, battens and decors for one area. 
  It has to be ordered together.
- glass thisckness may change colour intense, even though, production process is the same 
- every piece of mosaic is handmade. Colour intense and air-bubbles may vary, wchich makes mosaic so unique
- cobbles and joints are cut by hand and burnt irregular. Small differences may occur in size are because of the way we produce it. 
- we guarantee high quality of our product. 
- to help us resolve your complaint, please contact us before you fit the mosaic.

glass battens,  glass decors,  glass mosaic
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fused glass mosaic

ASSEMBLY INSTRUTIONS

select the right glue
- glass mosaics, tiles, battens and decors should be glued on white, elastic glue plaster which are destined 
   to glass mosaic according to producer perscriptions ( you should read instruction attached to the product)
- before arranging mosaic, it is crutial to make an attempt before on smaller area, to check if glue don't change 
  colour on mosaic
- recommended and proven glue:  SOUDAL 47A


